SUBSCRIPTIONS

This Newsletter is rarely used to mention finance, but the Society's current funds are low... Although one of the economies recently introduced has been to use the less expensive (and inevitably less prestigious) St. James' Hall for public meetings, at the Annual General Meeting on 3rd. August it was agreed by an overwhelming majority of members present that the annual subscription should be raised from £3 to £5 per annum, with the student/ O.A.P./clergy/any other cases of hardship subscription raised from £2 to £3. The Society's finances will be greatly helped by all members who have not yet paid their subscriptions doing so A.S.A.P., using the form attached. With so much "on the move" in Shroud matters every effort will be made to make the Newsletter as full and regular a publication as possible as some compensation for the increase. And please,-in any case of financial difficulty, do let us know rather than simply relinquishing membership. We do need you!